The Forbidden History Of Science The God Series Book 26
That rosy tomato perched on your plate in December is at the end of a great journeyÑnot just over land and sea, but across a vast and varied
cultural history. This is the territory charted in Fresh. Opening the door of an ordinary refrigerator, it tells the curious story of the quality stored
inside: freshness. We want fresh foods to keep us healthy, and to connect us to nature and community. We also want them convenient,
pretty, and cheap. Fresh traces our paradoxical hunger to its roots in the rise of mass consumption, when freshness seemed both proof of
and an antidote to progress. Susanne Freidberg begins with refrigeration, a trend as controversial at the turn of the twentieth century as
genetically modified crops are today. Consumers blamed cold storage for high prices and rotten eggs but, ultimately, aggressive marketing,
advances in technology, and new ideas about health and hygiene overcame this distrust. Freidberg then takes six common foods from the
refrigerator to discover what each has to say about our notions of freshness. Fruit, for instance, shows why beauty trumped taste at a
surprisingly early date. In the case of fish, we see how the value of a living, quivering catch has ironically hastened the death of species. And
of all supermarket staples, why has milk remained the most stubbornly local? Local livelihoods; global trade; the politics of taste, community,
and environmental change: all enter into this lively, surprising, yet sobering tale about the nature and cost of our hunger for freshness.
Challenges the scientific theories on the establishment of civilization and technology • Contains 42 essays by 17 key thinkers in the fields of
alternative science and history, including Christopher Dunn, Frank Joseph, Will Hart, Rand Flem-Ath, and Moira Timmes • Edited by Atlantis
Rising publisher, J. Douglas Kenyon In Forbidden History writer and editor J. Douglas Kenyon has chosen 42 essays that have appeared in
the bimonthly journal Atlantis Rising to provide readers with an overview of the core positions of key thinkers in the field of ancient mysteries
and alternative history. The 17 contributors include among others, Rand Flem-Ath, Frank Joseph, Christopher Dunn, and Will Hart, all of
whom challenge the scientific establishment to reexamine its underlying premises in understanding ancient civilizations and open up to the
possibility of meaningful debate around alternative theories of humanity's true past. Each of the essays builds upon the work of the other
contributors. Kenyon has carefully crafted his vision and selected writings in six areas: Darwinism Under Fire, Earth Changes--Sudden or
Gradual, Civilization's Greater Antiquity, Ancestors from Space, Ancient High Tech, and The Search for Lost Origins. He explores the most
current ideas in the Atlantis debate, the origins of the Pyramids, and many other controversial themes. The book serves as an excellent
introduction to hitherto suppressed and alternative accounts of history as contributors raise questions about the origins of civilization and
humanity, catastrophism, and ancient technology. The collection also includes several articles that introduce, compare, contrast, and
complement the theories of other notable authors in these fields, such as Zecharia Sitchin, Paul LaViolette, John Michell, and John Anthony
West.
Could World War I have been averted if Franz Ferdinand and his wife hadn't been murdered by Serbian nationalists in 1914? What if Ronald
Reagan had been killed by Hinckley's bullet? Would the Cold War have ended as it did? In Forbidden Fruit, Richard Ned Lebow develops
protocols for conducting robust counterfactual thought experiments and uses them to probe the causes and contingency of transformative
international developments like World War I and the end of the Cold War. He uses experiments, surveys, and a short story to explore why
policymakers, historians, and international relations scholars are so resistant to the contingency and indeterminism inherent in open-ended,
nonlinear systems. Most controversially, Lebow argues that the difference between counterfactual and so-called factual arguments is
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misleading, as both can be evidence-rich and logically persuasive. A must-read for social scientists, Forbidden Fruit also examines the binary
between fact and fiction and the use of counterfactuals in fictional works like Philip Roth's The Plot Against America to understand complex
causation and its implications for who we are and what we think makes the social world work.
Reveals the cutting edge of New Science and shows how established science disallows inquiry that challenges the status quo--even when it
produces verifiable results • Contains 43 essays by 19 researchers denoting cutting-edge, heretical, or suppressed scientific research,
including Immanuel Velikovsky, Nikola Tesla, Rupert Sheldrake, and Masaru Emoto • Edited by Atlantis Rising publisher, J. Douglas Kenyon
Following the model of his bestselling Forbidden History and Forbidden Religion, J. Douglas Kenyon has assembled from his bimonthly
journal, Atlantis Rising, material that explores science and technology that has been suppressed by the orthodox scientific community--from
the true function of the Great Pyramid and the megaliths at Nabta Playa to Immanuel Velikovsky’s astronomical insights, free energy from
space, cold fusion, and Rupert Sheldrake’s research into telepathy and ESP. There is an organized war going on in science between
materialistic theory and anything that could be termed spiritual or metaphysical. For example, Masaru Emoto’s research into the energetics
of water, although supported by photographic evidence, has been scoffed at by mainstream science because he has asserted that humans
affect their surroundings with their thoughts. The materialism or absolute skepticism of the scientific establishment is detrimental to any
scientific inquiry that thinks outside the box. This mentality is interested in preserving funding for its own projects, those that will not rock the
establishment. From Tesla’s discovery of alternating current to Robert Schoch’s re-dating of the Sphinx, this book serves as a compelling
introduction to the true history of alternative and New Science research.
Paradigm Busters
Forbidden Archeology's Impact
Forbidden History
Forbidden Science - Volume One
Tashi and the Forbidden Room
The Experimental Fire
The Spring Hill Chronicles, The Journals of Jacques Vallee 1990-1999
Wade, Lily, Darrell, and Becca fly from Texas to Germany for the funeral of an old family friend. But instead of just paying their respects, they wind up on a
dangerous, mind-blowing quest to unlock an ancient, guarded secret that could destroy the f
A rollicking feminist tale set in 1950s America where thousands of women have spontaneously transformed into dragons, exploding notions of a woman’s place
in the world and expanding minds about accepting others for who they really are. The first adult novel by the Newbery award-winning author of The Girl Who
Drank the Moon Alex Green is a young girl in a world much like ours, except for its most seminal event: the Mass Dragoning of 1955, when hundreds of
thousands of ordinary wives and mothers sprouted wings, scales, and talons; left a trail of fiery destruction in their path; and took to the skies. Was it their choice?
What will become of those left behind? Why did Alex’s beloved aunt Marla transform but her mother did not? Alex doesn’t know. It’s taboo to speak of.
Forced into silence, Alex nevertheless must face the consequences of this astonishing event: a mother more protective than ever; an absentee father; the upsetting
insistence that her aunt never even existed; and watching her beloved cousin Bea become dangerously obsessed with the forbidden. In this timely and timeless
speculative novel, award-winning author Kelly Barnhill boldly explores rage, memory, and the tyranny of forced limitations. When Women Were Dragons
exposes a world that wants to keep women small—their lives and their prospects—and examines what happens when they rise en masse and take up the space they
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deserve.
Noakes' revelatory analysis of Victorian scientists' fascination with psychic phenomena connects science, the occult and religion in intriguing new ways.
Secret societies, famous scientists, ancient Egyptian mysticism, and a fascinating addition to the god-versus-science debate: the Catholic Church. By the bestselling
authors of The Templar Revelation and Mary Magdalene, The Forbidden Universe reveals how the foundations of modern science were based around a desire to
destroy the church. The great pioneering scientists of the Renaissance and the early Enlightenment (including Copernicus, Galileo, and Sir Isaac Newton) were
fervent devotees of the philosophical/mystical system of Hermeticism. Many of the most important scientists of this age, including Galileo, belonged to a secret
society called the Giordanisti, which had the agenda to overthrow the Church and establish a new age of Hermetic supremacy.
A Poem, in Twelve Books. The Author John Milton
Fresh
The Occult Origins of Science and the Search for the Mind of God
Forbidden Science
The Forbidden Experiment
Marvellous Phenomena
Aryanity

Forbidden Narratives: Critical Autobiography as Social Science explores overlapping layers of voices and stories that convey the social relations
of psychiatric survivor participation within a community mental health service system. It is written from the perspective of a woman who, in the
course of working with the survivor movement, had a physical and emotional breakdown. Ironically, the author found herself personally
confronted with issues she typically dealt with only from a distance: as a mental health professional, a researcher, and an activist. The author of
this volume writes herself into her work as a major character. Narratives such as this have traditionally been forbidden as outside proper
professional standards. Now they are claiming and receiving attention. Forbidden Narratives has the power to speak to a broad audience not
only of mental health professionals but also policy makers, sociologists and feminists. It is about the breaking up of professional discourse. It
demonstrates and signals profound changes in the social sciences.
On bookshelves around the world, surrounded by ordinary books bound in paper and leather, rest other volumes of a distinctly strange and
grisly sort: those bound in human skin. Would you know one if you held it in your hand? In Dark Archives, Megan Rosenbloom seeks out the
historic and scientific truths behind anthropodermic bibliopegy—the practice of binding books in this most intimate covering. Dozens of such
books live on in the world’s most famous libraries and museums. Dark Archives exhumes their origins and brings to life the doctors,
murderers, and indigents whose lives are sewn together in this disquieting collection. Along the way, Rosenbloom tells the story of how her team
of scientists, curators, and librarians test rumored anthropodermic books, untangling the myths around their creation and reckoning with the
ethics of their custodianship. A librarian and journalist, Rosenbloom is a member of The Order of the Good Death and a cofounder of their
Death Salon, a community that encourages conversations, scholarship, and art about mortality and mourning. In Dark Archives—captivating
and macabre in all the right ways—she has crafted a narrative that is equal parts detective work, academic intrigue, history, and medical
curiosity: a book as rare and thrilling as its subject.
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“The problem is not to find the answer, it’s to face the answer.” – Terence McKenna At school, you are taught “science”. You are not
taught the history of science, so you have no idea how science came to be the institution it now is. You are never taught the secret history of
science whereby scientific idealism (based on the mind) could have become the orthodoxy, rather than scientific materialism (based on the
body). In this book, we will show you how easily science could have taken an entirely different route from the one it did take. The heroes of this
tale are Immanuel Kant (in his younger, Leibnizian years), and the Jesuit Roger Boscovich. Their system embraced mind in its own right, i.e.
mind considered as something that does not owe its existence to matter. Read for yourself the astounding rival history of science. You will soon
discover why it’s so terrified of drawing any attention to the secret history of science ... the forbidden history.
Examines the historical, social, and philosophical causes for the prominence of the Wild Boy of Aveyron and documents the effort of Dr. JeanMarc-Gaspard Itard to bring him to a civilized state
A Novel
A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom
The Forbidden Universe
Physics and Psychics
Secret Guardians of the True Identity of Christ
A Perishable History
Forbidden Religion
Examines the impact of the author's controversial 1993 book Forbidden Archaeology on the scientific community.
The first volume of Jacques Vallee's journals details how UFOs, in the midst of a proliferation of sightings in the 1960s,
became a forbidden science. Vallee reveals just how the scientific community was misled by the government, how the best data
on UFOs was kept hidden, and how the public record was shamelessly manipulated.
VOLUME 2 of 2 / 300 PAGES / 700 ILLUSTRATIONS . From the days of the American Revolution, to the Jacobin French
Revolution, to the coalition wars against Napoleon, to Andrew Jackson's war on the Central Bank, to Karl Marx's war on sanity,
to the U.S. Civil War, to the Reds' shocking wave of 19th century assassinations, to the conspiratorial founding of the Federal
Reserve, to the horrific First World War to enslave Germany, to the Rothschild-Communist subversion of Russia's Czar, to the
horrible World War against Hitler and Japan, to the Cold War, to the JFK assassination, to the "women's movement" to the
Global Warming Hoax, to the "fall of communism," to the 9/11 attacks & the "War On Terror," and finally, to the looming
confrontation with Russia and China - the common thread of the New World Order crime gang links all of these events together.
At the heart of this self-perpetuating network sits the legendary House of Rothschild - the true owners of 'Planet Rothschild'.
Though an alliance with other billionaire families, universities, corporations, think tanks and media moguls worldwide; the cabal
has, for 250 years, manipulated world events and political players like so many pawns on a global chessboard. Now, you can
earn your 'Phd' in NWO studies by reading the epic two-volume timeline thriller - PLANET ROTHSCHILD. It is a unique "blurb
by blurb" chronological and photographical review that will enrich your depth of historical knowledge like no other work of its
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kind. **************************** "Absolutely mind bending research... I was hooked immediately! I had studied the NWO for
years but had no idea of so many of the critical events revealed in PLANET ROTHSCHILD." - Carl Norris, Davenport, Iowa
Personal diary of a researcher at the frontiers of science.
Forbidden Narratives
Beyond Science, Lost History, Ancient Wisdom
The Occult and the Sciences in Modern Britain
Never Turn Back
From Ancient Technologies to Free Energy
Secret Science
California Hermetica, the Journals of Jacques Vallee 1970-1979

This is the fourth volume in the "Forbidden Science" series, consisting of the diaries of a scientist who is passionate about research
into frontier topics including UFOs and paranormal experiences.
Personal diary of a scientist exploring the frontiers of research
Reveals the thread that unites the spiritual paths that have opposed orthodox religion over the centuries and the challenge they
provide to the status quo • Contains 40 essays by 18 key investigators of heresies and suppressed spiritual traditions, including
Steven Sora, Ian Lawton, Jeff Nisbet, P.M.H. Atwater, John Chambers, and Vincent Bridges • Edited by Atlantis Rising publisher, J.
Douglas Kenyon Following the model of his bestselling Forbidden History, J. Douglas Kenyon has assembled from his bi-monthly
journal Atlantis Rising material that explores the hidden path of the religions banned by the orthodox Church--from the time before
Christ when the foundations of Christianity were being laid to the tumultuous times of the Cathars and Templars and the Masons of
the New World. Revealed in this investigation of the roots of Western faith are the intimate ties of ancient Egyptian religion to
Christianity, the true identities of the three magi, the link forged by the Templars between early Christianity and the Masons, and how
these hidden religious currents still influence the modern world. This book serves as a compelling introduction to the true history of
the heretical religious traditions that played as vital a role in society as the established faiths that continuously tried to suppress them.
Born in the same religious ferment that gave birth to Christianity, these spiritual paths survived in the “heresies” of the Middle Ages,
and in the theories of the great Renaissance thinkers and their successors, such as Isaac Newton and Giordano Bruno. Brought to the
New World by the Masons who inspired the American Revolution, the influence of these forbidden religions can be still found today
in “The Star Spangled Banner” and in such Masonic symbols as the pyramid on the back of the dollar bill.
The major topic of this second volume in the journals of Jacques Vallee is paranormal research. Vallee relates his behind-the-scenes
experiences in California during the 1970s as the Human Potential Movement emerged and the Internet developed. As he continued
his examination of UFO encounters, the links to older mysteries became increasingly clear.
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A Passion for Discovery, the Journals of Jacques Vallee 1957-1969
Medicine, Science, and Censorship in Early Modern Italy
Inventing English Alchemy, 1300-1700
The Templar Revelation
The Forbidden Stone
A Librarian's Investigation into the Science and History of Books Bound in Human Skin
The Forbidden History of the New World Order (Ww2 - 2015)
Considered by many to be the magazine of record for ancient mysteries, future science, and unexplained anomalies, Atlantis Rising® provides some of the
most astounding reading to be found anywhere. Pulled from the pages of Atlantis Rising®, here is a collection of thirty concise and well-illustrated articles
by world-class researchers like Philip Coppens, Robert Schoch, Frank Joseph, Steven Sora and many others who offer thought-provoking insights on some
of today’s most interesting, if least understood topics. Featuring: New Vindication for James Churchward by Philip CoppensAncient Keys to the Future by
Walter CruttendenThe Legend of Markawasi by Robert M. Schoch, Ph.D.Mystery of the Montauk Monster by Steven SoraClose Encounters of the Ball
Lightning Kind by Frank JosephThe Project Serpo Saga by Len KastenPlaces of the Builder Gods by Freddy Silva “In the articles collected for this book,
we hope to show that many of the beliefs of our supposedly advanced society are a long way from knowledge – particularly in the areas of modern science,
ancient history, and today’s conventional wisdom. If, in so doing, a few sacred paradigms are busted, we say, let the chips fall where they may!” – J.
Douglas Kenyon, Editor & Publisher, Atlantis Rising
Charting the ethical trajectory and culture of military science from its development in 1915 in response to Germany's first use of chemical weapons in
WW1 to the ongoing attempts by the international community to ban these weapons, Secret Science offers a comprehensive history of chemical and
biological weapons research by former Allied powers
Known principally as an investigator of the UFO phenomenon and a science fiction novelist, the French-born Vallee (now a resident of the U.S.) has also
worked as a computer scientist in both academia and industry. UFOlogists will not find the answers to all of their questions here, for although Vallee
believes that UFOs exist, he has no idea just what they are. Therein lies the excellence of his dazzling diary: it offers a glimpse into the mind of a scientist
who seems to challenge every preconception and established piety. To his academic training as a mathematician and scientist, which stressed rational
approaches to problems, Vallee has brought an interest in the mystical, the psychical, and the paranormal. He has been a Rosicrucian and has studied the
works of ancient scientists like Paracelsus. His diary is replete with profoundly insightful, often devastating observations about the strengths and
weaknesses of France and the U.S., their academics and their researchers in industry.
Forbidden Knowledge explores the censorship of medical books from their proliferation in print through the prohibitions placed on them during the CounterReformation. How and why did books banned in Italy in the sixteenth century end up back on library shelves in the seventeenth? Historian Hannah Marcus
uncovers how early modern physicians evaluated the utility of banned books and facilitated their continued circulation in conversation with Catholic
authorities. Through extensive archival research, Marcus highlights how talk of scientific utility, once thought to have begun during the Scientific
Revolution, in fact began earlier, emerging from ecclesiastical censorship and the desire to continue to use banned medical books. What’s more, this
censorship in medicine, which preceded the Copernican debate in astronomy by sixty years, has had a lasting impact on how we talk about new and
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controversial developments in scientific knowledge. Beautiful illustrations accompany this masterful, timely book about the interplay between efforts at
intellectual control and the utility of knowledge.
Suppressed Heresies of the West
Forbidden Science - Volume Two
The Handmaid's Tale
The Story of the Wild Boy of Aveyron
Forbidden Fruit
A Simple Plan for Understanding the Bible
Half Sick of Shadows
Yes you can understand the Bible! Discovering the Miracle of the Scarlet Thread in Every Book of the Bible takes the mystery and confusion out of the
Bible and makes God s Word come alive with new insights and a fresh excitement that will have you searching for more. Dr. Richard Booker unveils the
mysteries and secrets of the Bible by explaining its master theme, and then reveals a simple plan so you can discover God s personal revelation for yourself.
The author provides Exciting biblical background, An interesting survey of each book in the Bible, Each book s master theme, Practical principles, forms,
and guidelines for your own life-enriching Bible study. The sometimes hard-to-understand teachings of Jesus in their original culture and context come
alive and become real through discovering the miracle of the scarlet thread. Then Jesus began to explain everything which had been written in the
Scriptures about Him.Jesus started with the books of Moses and then He talked about what the prophets had written about Him (Luke 24:27 PEB). This
book about the Bible will change the way you think about His Word His life-changing and eternal Word.
Young readers will cheer Tashi along as he uses his quick wit and keen bravery to drive the villainous monster Bluebeard from the castle and save the
village once again.
"Laura Sebastian is the next Madeline Miller. . . . a fierce, fresh, lyrical tale that will enthrall until the last page."--Kate Quinn, New York Times bestselling
author of The Huntress A Popsugar Best Summer Read of 2021 A Bibliolifestyle Most Anticipated Summer 2021 Sci-fi and Fantasy Book "Magical,
haunting, unique--I haven't been so excited about an Arthur book since I read The Once and Future King ."--Tamora Pierce, #1 New York Times bestselling
author The Lady of Shalott reclaims her story in this bold feminist reimagining of the Arthurian myth from the New York Times bestselling author of Ash
Princess. Everyone knows the legend. Of Arthur, destined to be a king. Of the beautiful Guinevere, who will betray him with his most loyal knight,
Lancelot. Of the bitter sorceress, Morgana, who will turn against them all. But Elaine alone carries the burden of knowing what is to come--for Elaine of
Shalott is cursed to see the future. On the mystical isle of Avalon, Elaine runs free and learns of the ancient prophecies surrounding her and her
friends--countless possibilities, almost all of them tragic. When their future comes to claim them, Elaine, Guinevere, Lancelot, and Morgana accompany
Arthur to take his throne in stifling Camelot, where magic is outlawed, the rules of society chain them, and enemies are everywhere. Yet the most
dangerous threats may come from within their own circle. As visions are fulfilled and an inevitable fate closes in, Elaine must decide how far she will go to
change destiny--and what she is willing to sacrifice along the way.
THE MOST CLOSELY GUARDED SECRET OF THE WESTERN WORLD IS ABOUT TO BE REVEALED -- AND YOU WILL NEVER SEE
CHRISTIANITY IN THE SAME LIGHT AGAIN. In a remarkable achievement of historical detective work that is destined to become a classic, authors
Lynn Picknett and Clive Prince delve into the mysterious world of the Freemasons, the Cathars, the Knights Templar, and the occult to discover the truth
behind an underground religion with roots in the first century that survives even today. Chronicling their fascinating quest for truth through time and space,
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the authors reveal an astonishing new view of the real motives and character of the founder of Christianity, as well as the actual historical -- and revelatory
-- roles of John the Baptist and Mary Magdalene. Painstakingly researched and thoroughly documented, The Templar Revelation presents a secret history,
preserved through the centuries but encoded in works of art and even in the great Gothic cathedrals of Europe, whose final chapter could shatter the
foundation of the Christian Church.
Journals 1957-1969
Discovering the Miracle of the Scarlet Thread in Every Book of the Bible
Forbidden Science - Volume Four
Planet Rothschild
Prehistoric Technologies, Extraterrestrial Intervention, and the Suppressed Origins of Civilization
Forbidden Archeology
Forbidden Science 4
An instant classic and eerily prescient cultural phenomenon, from “the patron saint of feminist dystopian fiction” (New York Times). Now an awardwinning Hulu series starring Elizabeth Moss. In this multi-award-winning, bestselling novel, Margaret Atwood has created a stunning Orwellian vision of
the near future. This is the story of Offred, one of the unfortunate “Handmaids” under the new social order who have only one purpose: to breed. In Gilead,
where women are prohibited from holding jobs, reading, and forming friendships, Offred’s persistent memories of life in the “time before” and her will to
survive are acts of rebellion. Provocative, startling, prophetic, and with Margaret Atwood’s devastating irony, wit, and acute perceptive powers in full
force, The Handmaid’s Tale is at once a mordant satire and a dire warning.
"Did Phoenician, Chinese and Spanish ships populate pre-M?ori New Zealand? Did a tall white people with golden hair settle New Zealand 2,000 years
ago?"--Back cover.
In medieval and early modern Europe, the practice of alchemy promised extraordinary physical transformations. Who would not be amazed to see base
metals turned into silver and gold, hard iron into soft water, and deadly poison into elixirs that could heal the human body? To defend such claims,
alchemists turned to the past, scouring ancient books for evidence of a lost alchemical heritage and seeking to translate their secret language and obscure
imagery into replicable, practical effects. Tracing the development of alchemy in England over four hundred years, from the beginning of the fourteenth
century to the end of the seventeenth, Jennifer M. Rampling illuminates the role of alchemical reading and experimental practice in the broader context of
national and scientific history. Using new manuscript sources, she shows how practitioners like George Ripley, John Dee, and Edward Kelley, as well as
many previously unknown alchemists, devised new practical approaches to alchemy while seeking the support of English monarchs. By reconstructing their
alchemical ideas, practices, and disputes, Rampling reveals how English alchemy was continually reinvented over the space of four centuries, resulting in
changes to the science itself. In so doing, The Experimental Fire bridges the intellectual history of chemistry and the wider worlds of early modern
patronage, medicine, and science.
Challenges the scientific theories on the establishment of civilization and technology • Contains 42 essays by 17 key thinkers in the fields of alternative
science and history, including Christopher Dunn, Frank Joseph, Will Hart, Rand Flem-Ath, and Moira Timms • Edited by Atlantis Rising publisher, J.
Douglas Kenyon In Forbidden History writer and editor J. Douglas Kenyon has chosen 42 essays that have appeared in the bimonthly journal Atlantis
Rising to provide readers with an overview of the core positions of key thinkers in the field of ancient mysteries and alternative history. The 17 contributors
include among others, Rand Flem-Ath, Frank Joseph, Christopher Dunn, and Will Hart, all of whom challenge the scientific establishment to reexamine its
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underlying premises in understanding ancient civilizations and open up to the possibility of meaningful debate around alternative theories of humanity's true
past. Each of the essays builds upon the work of the other contributors. Kenyon has carefully crafted his vision and selected writings in six areas:
Darwinism Under Fire, Earth Changes--Sudden or Gradual, Civilization's Greater Antiquity, Ancestors from Space, Ancient High Tech, and The Search for
Lost Origins. He explores the most current ideas in the Atlantis debate, the origins of the Pyramids, and many other controversial themes. The book serves
as an excellent introduction to hitherto suppressed and alternative accounts of history as contributors raise questions about the origins of civilization and
humanity, catastrophism, and ancient technology. The collection also includes several articles that introduce, compare, contrast, and complement the
theories of other notable authors in these fields, such as Zecharia Sitchin, Paul LaViolette, John Michell, and John Anthony West.
The Hidden History of the Human Race
A Century of Poison Warfare and Human Experiments
Forbidden Science 2
The Forbidden History of Science
When Women Were Dragons
Critical Autobiography as Social Science
Forbidden Knowledge
"Forbidden Knowledge explores the censorship of medical books from their proliferation in print through the prohibitions placed on many of them during
the Counter-Reformation. How and why did books banned in Italy end up back on library shelves in the seventeenth century? Historian Hannah Marcus
uncovers how early modern physicians evaluated the utility of banned books and facilitated their continued circulation in conversation with Catholic
authorities. The process of selective censorship and licensing resulted in a vast, dispersed archive of books that have been "corrected" with pens, knives,
glue, and paper. Marcus tracked them down to learn more than the effectiveness of religious censorship. She explores how censorship created new avenues
of expertise and opened up new discussions about the utility of knowledge. Through her careful combing of the archives, Marcus highlights how talk of
utility, once thought to have begun during the Scientific Revolution, in fact began earlier, emerging from ecclesiastical censorship and the desire to continue
to use banned medical books. What's more, this censorship in medicine, which preceded by sixty years the Copernican debate in astronomy, has had a
lasting impact on how we talk about new and controversial developments in scientific knowledge. Forbidden Knowledge is a masterful, timely book about
the interplay between efforts at intellectual control and the utility of knowledge"-Over the centuries, researchers have found bones and artifacts proving that humans like us have existed for millions of years; the author argues, however,
that mainstream science has suppressed these facts and that prejudices based on current scientific theory act as a "knowledge filter," giving us a picture of
prehistory that is largely incorrect.
The 1980s saw spirited debate in China, as officials and the public pressed for economic and political liberalization. But after Tiananmen, the Communist
Party erased the reform debate from memory. Julian Gewirtz shows how the leadership expunged alternative visions of China's future and set the stage for
the policing of history under Xi Jinping.
The Spring Hill Chronicles are a record of Jacques Vallee's private study into unexplained phenomena between 1990 and the end of the millennium, during
which he was traveling around the globe pursuing his professional work as a high-technology investor.
Forbidden History of the Aryan Race
Dark Archives
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Paradise Lost
Forbidden Science 1
Counterfactuals and International Relations
China and the Forbidden History of The 1980s

Reader beware, the information within this treatise is of a nature known in toto only to a handful of people in this world. Amongst the
information within this treatise is of the most esoteric and occult nature concerning Atlantis the ancient Aryan race and the Third Reich. The
powers that be have attempted to keep this truth in utter secrecy since the destruction of The Third Reich and have gone to great lengths to
demonize the school of thought associated with these secrets. They have since attempted to skew the truth by creating a popular culture of
fantasy designed to conceal the true nature regarding the history of the ancient Aryans and their modern rebirth as a culture. To some, this
information will seem so outside the norm of what they have been taught their entire lives that they will choose to reject it, out of cognitive
dissonance or the fear of having to confront a false world view that many if not most have held since childhood. Within this work many of your
most cherished beliefs about history, about your place in this world, and about the moral fortitude of your leaders (both on the left and the right)
may be challenged. The lies, which predominantly white/Aryan nations have been indoctrinated to hold true through social engineering for
decades will be dispelled like an evil mist before your eyes and you will be set free of the psycho-spiritual prison in which you now reside...if
you choose to accept it. This acceptance will require a total paradigm shift for most, a radical mental reprogramming that can make the most
powerful of men cower in fear...fear of the radical kind of change that will bring about a total transformation of one's way of life, ones
relationship with others, and how one views their place in the world. Likewise, if you choose to accept and proclaim the truth within these
pages you will find yourself amongst the growing ranks of social pariah unable to express the truth locked inside them to family, friends, or the
public at large without fear of being alienated or even persecuted for attempting to share their enlightenment. Though with every courageous
step you take toward the light of truth you will come closer to a complete understanding of who you are, and your glorious destiny as a
descendent of the Aryan race!
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